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ABSTRACT

Review of AER Working Group B Meeting in Czech Republic - Plzen is given.

Regular meeting of Core Design Group was organized by SKODA JS, Inc. and held at Plzen-Bolevec,
Czech Republic, May 21-22, 2001, together with Working Group A.

Main topics of the meeting were as follows:

New benchmark problem

New "operational" benchmark was prepared by J. Bajgl. First idea was suggested at the last year A&B
group meeting at Slovakia (Modra - Harmonia). More precise benchmark definition based on
Dukovany NPP Unit-2 history was given at this year group meeting. All necessary input data were
described or referred to, output data format was described. Main goal of benchmark solution is to
compare various codes, used for neutron-physical (and fuel management) calculations. Final version
of benchmark definition is topic of next presentation.

Recent improvements of VVER fuel management and operation

Popular problem of FA coupler influence on pin power peaking at it's vicinity was presented by

SKODA colleagues: V. Krysl, P. Mikolas, J. Svarny. Preliminary results were prepared by MCNP4B,

MOBY-DICK and WIMS8 codes. Good compliance among MCNP4B and WIMS8 codes was shown.

Corrected diagonal members of gamma matrices for each axial layer (at coupler and absorber part of

control FA) were calculated by MCNP4B code.

Another recent WER-440 problem - static and dynamic reactivity - was treated by L. Korpas from

NPP Paks. Discussion about symmetric and non symmetric core states caused by various rod drops

was based on comparison of static and dynamic calculations with experiments. Suggestions and

conclusions were as follows: comparison of static reactivity calculations and measured universe

kinetic reactivities is physically impossible Dynamic and static reactivity values are almost the same in

symmetric cases, difference in asymmetric cases is remarkable.
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For asymmetrical cases: analysis of symmetric cases and derivation of asymmetric quantities is better
than direct measurement of asymmetric cases; dynamic reactivity is immeasurable - measurement of
inverse kinetic reactivity in different space point only is possible; utilization of space - correction
weight - function generated by static code and appropriate transfer functions was suggested to match
together dynamic reactivity and inverse kinetic reactivity.

"Reactor pressure vessel neutron fluence evaluation was treated by E. Temesvari. G. Hegyi, G.
Hordosy, A. Kereszturi and Cs. Maraczy from KFKI. Three different couplings of MCNP code and
KARATE code system were developed. Accuracy and calculation speed of three cases was
evaluated.

Future activities

• Benchmarks

Load Follow Benchmark - benchmark author is asked to prepare the summary

WER 1000 benchmark - last call for another solutions

Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle Benchmark- call for solutions

• Recent improvements of WER fuel management
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Abstract

A system of computational neutronic benchmarks has been developed over the last four years. This
system is intended to complement the Atomic Energy Research (AER) benchmarks. This paper
presents a summary of the development and a brief description of the benchmarks. The set is
primarily comprised of interrelated benchmarks that share situation descriptions and data. The
system covers the W E R 440 and W E R 1000 reactors extensively, and in a few cases the newer
W E R 640 reactor design. Benchmarks within the system address the static, dynamic (with and
without feedback), fuel depletion and fuel loading optimization, and normal as well as accident
situations.

The development of new computer codes for the analysis of nuclear reactors requires comparisons
of their results to reference results obtained for well-established computational benchmarks. This
comparison allows the assessment of the computer code capability to produce accurate results. The
level of fidelity of the models the codes can use is assessed in comparisons with experimental
benchmarks. The comparisons with either kind of benchmark allow the identification of areas for
improvement and refinement of the code. The importance of obtaining useful benchmarks for
VVER reactors has long been recognized and a number of completed as well as on-going efforts
address this need. Among these are the AER computational benchmarks, the TIC experimental
benchmarks for assemblies, the ORNL sponsored benchmarks for the utilization of excess weapons
plutonium, and the fuel cycle benchmarks presented in the IAEA TECDOC-847
report(IAEA,1995).

The goal of the project described in this paper was the production of a comprehensive interrelated
set of computational benchmarks for W E R reactors. Although the benchmarks are intended to
address primarily neutronics issues, some of them incorporate thermal-hydraulic feedback. The
new set of benchmarks is meant to complement previous W E R benchmarking efforts, and in
particular the AER benchmarks. Situations are developed mainly for the two existing types of
W E R reactors (440 and 1000), although a few benchmarks were developed for the newer W E R -
640 reactor design. For each benchmark situation, two independent solutions have been obtained.

CD distribution

CD's with benchmark system are stored in RSICC and are available for distribution.
People who want copies should get in touch with RSICC directly (Jennie Manneschmidt, email
jib@ornl.gov).

1 Full paper is published in Proceedings of Int. Conference on Mathematics and Computations,
Reactor Physics and Environmental Analyses., p. 2188 (CD only).September, 1999, Madrid, Spain
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Table 1. List of Benchmarks Produced.

Full-Core Steady State Benchmarks
Full core steady-state benchmark (U-fuel): Fresh core
Full core steady-state pin-by-pin benchmark (U-fuel): Fresh core
Full core steady-state benchmark (U-fuel): Equilibrium core
Full core steady-state pin-by-pin benchmark (U-fuel): Equilibrium core
Full core, mixed-oxide (MOX) fueled, steady-state benchmark: Fresh core
Full core, mixed-oxide (MOX) fueled, steady-state pin-by-pin benchmark: Fresh core
Full core, mixed-oxide (MOX) fueled, steady-state benchmark: Equilibrium core
Full core, mixed-oxide (MOX) fueled, steady-state pin-by-pin benchmark: Equilibrium core

Assembly Homogenization Benchmarks
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Fresh U-fuel
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Partially depleted U-fuel (once-burned)
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Partially depleted U-fuel (twice-burned)
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Fresh MOX-fuel
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Partially depleted MOX-fuel (once-burned)
Fuel assembly homogenization benchmark: Partially depleted MOX-fuel (twice-burned)

Fuel Management Benchmarks
Full-core depletion benchmark (U-fuel), first loading to equilibrium cycle.
Full-core depletion benchmark (MOX-fuel), first loading to equilibrium cycle
Radial fuel loading pattern search problem for power peaking, and fuel cycle

length optimization testing of codes.
WER-440 subassembly burnup benchmark (comparison with experimental data is provided)

Kinetic Benchmarks(U-fueled core only)
Kinetic benchmark 1: Step rod insertion
Kinetic benchmark 2: Step rod ejection
Kinetic benchmark 3: Continuous rod insertion
Kinetic benchmark 4: Continuous rod ejection
Kinetic benchmark 5: Step ramp to power
Kinetic benchmark 6: Continuous ramp to power
Kinetic benchmark 7: Step rod insertion with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 8: Step rod ejection with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 9: Continuous rod insertion with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 10: Continuous rod ejection with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 11: Step ramp to power with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 12: Continuous ramp to power with thermal-hydraulic feedback
Kinetic benchmark 13: Boric acid injection without feedback
Kinetic benchmark 14: Boric acid injection with feedback
Kinetic benchmark 15: Steam generator pipe-line rupture
Kinetic benchmark 16: Depressurization without scram
Kinetic benchmark 17: Blockout without scram
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